
-32 national workshops implemented across EU MSs, over 500 stakeholders engaged in 
discussing the MDoPI definition and HMF.

-MDoPIs to be designated at 3 levels to reflect context-specific aspects i.e. MDoPI at EU 
level (MDoPI-EU), at country level (MDoPI-CL), at regional level (MDoPI-RL).

-MDoPI designation and safeguarding should be: 
      . -Easy to operate and update;
      -Flexible enough to reflect each Member State or region´s understanding of  
  which minerals are of ‘public importance’;
       -Represent a low administrative burden for authorities;
       -Be high-level and advisory (leaving the land use planning process to manage  
            specific cases).

-Each MS determines the qualifying conditions for MDoPIs; MINATURA2020 provides 
recommendations.

-To ensure a HMF, MDoPI and Mineral Safeguarding Area (polygon which sets the 
boundaries of the area to be safeguarded on the surface) designation will be done by 
each MS respecting the following common criteria, i.e. MDoPIs are designated:
 -Following the agreed MDoPI definition and using the 3 levels;
 -Based on a multi-criteria assessment (primarily on geological and economic  
  aspects but including societal and environmental dimensions);
 -Data employed is digital and preferably INSPIRE-compliant;
 -Ensuring consultation of stakeholders with different interests.
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MAIN RESULTS AND OUTCOMES

Suggested MDoPI of chert in Mirna valley
(Slovenia)

-A definition for MDoPI was agreed : 

“A mineral deposit is of public importance 
where information demonstrates that sustainable 

exploitation could provide economic, social or other 
benefit to the EU (or the member states or a specific 

region/municipality)”

-Explore and discuss with a wide range of stakeholders how to define a Mineral Deposit 
of Public Importance (MDoPI), including the qualifying conditions (for a deposit to be 
considered MDoPI).

-Develop a harmonised mapping framework (HMF) for the identification and 
safeguarding of MDoPIs based on a common approach for all EU Member States (MSs).

http://minatura2020.eu

